
The Superlative Form of Adjectives

Complete the following sentences with the correct superlative form of the words listed below.

funny    high      delicious   easy      cold       boring      lucky      smart

dirty      rich       valuable    bad       large      cheap       long        scary

1. Yesterday was _____________________ day of the year. I almost froze to death walking home from school!

2. That was ________________________________ movie I’ve ever seen. I almost walked out in the middle.

3. Please give me your recipe. That is _________________________________ cake I’ve ever eaten.

4. Jerry is _______________________________  student in our class. He gets the top grades in every course.

5. Bob told _______________________________________ story last night. I couldn’t stop laughing.

6. Whales are ____________________________________________ animals in the world. 

7. The Nile is _________________________________________ river in the world.

8. Marie is  ________________________________ person I know. She has won the lottery four times!

9. He is ________________________________ speaker I have ever heard. Half the audience fell asleep during 

his speech. 

10. Mount Everest is __________________________________ mountain in the world. 

11. That is _________________________________ painting in the art gallery. It’s worth a million dollars.

12. Bill Gates is one of ________________________________________ men in the world.

13. I finished the exercise in five minutes. It was _______________________________ homework the teacher 

has ever given us. 

14. Arthur hates to clean. He has __________________________________ apartment I’ve ever seen. 

15. My dinner only cost $6.00. That must be ___________________________________ restaurant in town.

16. I was afraid to turn off the lights last night. That was  _____________________________________ show 

I’ve ever watched.
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Comparative Adjectives 
        

 Student’s name:  __________________________________     Level:  Basic 03            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Write the comparative form:                      Write the opposite. 
new ________________                                         younger    __________________              

long ________________                                            cleaner     __________________ 

nice  ________________                                           darker       __________________ 
  big  _________________                                           more boring ________________   

good ________________                                           hotter        __________________  

fat __________________                                           happier     __________________ 

  modern ______________                                           easier        __________________ 
  friendly ______________                                          smaller      __________________ 

  famous ______________                                           cheaper     __________________ 

 

 Write comparative sentences using the verbs in brackets 

1. My house is (big) _____________than yours.  
2. This flower is (beautiful) _________________than that one.  
3. A holiday by the sea is (good) ____________than a holiday in the mountains.  

4. The weather this summer is even (bad) __________than last summer.  

5. I think mathematics is (difficult) _____________than English.  

Complete the sentences. Use the comparative. 

1. Joe’s car isn’t very fast. He wants a __________ one. 
2. My job isn’t very interesting. I want to do something ___________________ 

3. The weather isn’t very warm today. Yesterday it was ___________________ 

4. People aren’t very polite today. In the past they were ___________________ 
5. This sofa isn’t very comfortable. That one is _____________________ 

6. This coat is nice, but I think the other one is ______________ 

Write three sentences using comparative adjectives 
 

1. __________________________________________________________ 

2. __________________________________________________________ 

3. __________________________________________________________ 

20 kg 
50 kg 

SLOW SLOWER HEAVY HEAVIER DANGEROUS  MORE DANGEROUS 

Short words (1 syllable)  - er 

 
 old  older   slow  slower 

warm  warmer  tall  taller 

 

big  bigger, hot  hotter 

heavy  heavier, happy  happier 

Long words (2, 3, 4 syllables)  more… 

  
dangerous  more dangerous 

expensive  more expensive 

Irregular comparative forms: 

good  better, far  further 

bad  worse, little  less 
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